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Preface 
I have always been intrigued by the shapes and sounds of nature. In particular I 

wish to find ways of constructing music which shared some of the properties of 

natural processes. The self-similarity property spans centuries of Western art music 

and is even more pre-dominant in arts of other cultures. We find it in the 

breathtaking ornaments of the 11th century fortress of Alhambra in Andalusia, 

Spain, (López Rodríguez, 2003) and in indigenous African architecture where 

fractal geometry can be the core structure of an entire society. (Eglash, 1999) 

In the western world the concept of fractals is relatively new, they were examined 

in the 17th century by German mathematician Georg Cantor and Swedish 

mathematician Helge von Koch, amongst others. The theories detailing these 

shapes were however disregarded by their colleagues since they appeared to break 

the entire mathematical framework. Lines or shapes could be constructed which 

had infinite length borders but finite area, this earned them the name mathematical 

“monsters” and they were written off as esoteric shapes of no practical use. It was 

not until 1975 when Benoit Mandelbrot coined the term “fractal” (lat. frāctus) 

referring to the rough texture qualities of such shapes, that they started appearing in 

pop-culture and in science at large. Various applications were found ranging from 

computer graphics, image compression algorithms, antennas etc. 

Already in 1959 the Danish composer Per Nørgård discovered the infinity series 

(sequence A004718 in OEIS). This inspired many of his pieces of that time, in 

particular Voyage into the Golden Screen for small ensemble (1968) and 

Symphony no. 2 (1970). This sequence, a fractal line, had many aspects of self-

similarity and at the same time was incredibly varied and irregular on the micro 

scale. Nørgård was possibly one of the first composers to talk about self-similarity 

as a core musical property, but as a concept it is found in western art music dating 

back to the 13-14th century in the form of canons and fugues, but also later in the 

sonata form. In this work I wish to relate the prolation canon, a contrapuntal 

technique of that age, commonly associated with composers such as Johannes 

Ockeghem and Josquin des Prez, with the modern day self-similar sequence of 

which Nørgård’s is one. 

The canon in modern days was reinvented from different perspectives and for 

different purposes. In particular (but not exclusively) as a way of combining and 

relating several time scaled versions of a melody or line, which is found in music 

by Conlon Nancarrow and Steve Reich. (Callender, 2012) (Reich, 1967) Cantus in 

memory of Benjamin Britten by Arvo Pärt is a simple prolation canon of the 

traditional kind, consisting of a falling A minor scale and a mixture of short and 

long note durations. (Pärt, 1980) This creates a texture which appears to be 

endlessly falling, this everlasting motion and fluctuating intensity is a trait that 

carried over Pärts artistic crisis in the 70s.  

Perpetuum Mobile (1963) is one single, pulsing, powerful wave 

of sound, which is constructed from variously pulsating individual 

parts. The piece is characterized by its serial structure, which is 

reduced to radically simple formulae. (Universal Edition, 2009) 

Perpetuum mobile, (Pärt, 1963) consists of a repeating pattern being widened 

dynamically and in spectrum by additional instruments, the pulsating rhythm 
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remains constant and harmony widens but does not modulate. The chromatic pitch 

material given by a tone-row is a typically modernist trait of Pärt in that era, the 

contrasting of quasi static (melodic) figures versus fluctuating spectrum is typical 

for most of his work. 

Several canons by composers such as Johann Sebastian Bach are marked as 

perpetuus indicating instead that there is no satisfactory ending and that the music 

could be repeated indefinitely. In Musikalisches Opfer (BWV 1079), the Canon 5 A 

2 Per Tonos is a repeating canon where after each round it is transposed up a whole 

note step, it therefore could just go on and on. Acoustically this piece is a form of 

Shepards tone a sound appearing to continuously rise but is not really moving. In 

the Shepards tone several rising pitches are mixed, smoothly the highest tones are 

faded out whilst new ones are added in the bass. In Bach’s case he modulates in a 

cyclic fashion starting at C minor transposing up a whole note step resulting in it 

moving up a whole tone scale: c, d, e, f#, g#, a# and back to c.  

This idea of infinite, cyclic processes in the western art music world is therefore 

not a strictly contemporary idea. Nørgård’s interest in this area has probably as 

much to do with his interest in eastern culture as it has to do with his western 

heritage. He had travelled India and Indonesia (Bali) which appears to have 

sparked an interest in the instruments, sounds and forms of these cultures. I-Ching 

for solo percussion (Nørgård, I-Ching, 1982) is one example of Nørgård’s 

inspiration from other cultures, the name “I-Ching” referring to the Chinese Book 

of Changes one of Chinas oldest canonical texts. 

Complexity stemming from utter simplicity was my fascination with this area to 

begin with and this redefinition of what complexity actually is, self-similarity is the 

archetype I find most powerful and interesting for analyzing and writing music. 

Here I will share some of my thoughts on historical and contemporary examples, 

including my own, of self-similarity in western art music. I will outline a few 

hands-on methods of working with fractals and prolation canons in music both by 

hand and by computer. Several code examples will be in the appendix for you to 

explore on your own. 
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Introduction 

1.1 FRACTAL SEQUENCES 
What defines a fractal sequence? What use do they have in general for composers 

and why should I know about them? These are perhaps some of the most basic 

questions which needs to be addressed. The answer to what defines a fractal 

sequence is not very simple, the term fractal is complex and certain aspects does 

not really apply in any musical mapping of a fractal. Kenneth J. Falconer outlines 

several properties of which a geometrical fractal (F) would adhere to in his book 

Fractal Geometry  

(i) F has a fine structure, i.e. detail on arbitrarily small scales. 

(Falconer, 2003) 

Were we to zoom in on a fractal we would find greater detail. The geometrical 

“roughness” when mapped on pitch over time becomes obvious when we plot or 

notate the music.

 

Example 1: Nørgård’s inifinity series first 

64 values with superposed time scaled 

version 4x slower 

One can imagine adding another layer of 256th duration note values in which 

roughness would increase. Adding a layer of quarter notes would smooth out the 

line to some extent and would be similar to lowering the resolution or iteration 

depth in a geometrical fractal.  

(ii) F is too irregular to be described in traditional geometrical 

language, both locally and globally. (Falconer, 2003) 

(iii) Often F has some form of self-similarity, perhaps 

approximate or statistical. (Falconer, 2003) 

In a musical fractal sequence mapped on a set of sounds over time we would 

compress the durations to some fraction, superpose it with the original fractal 

sequence of sounds and it would match up for all common starting points no matter 

how many times we repeat the process.  

(iv) Usually, the ‘fractal dimension’ of F (defined in some 

way) is greater than its topological dimension. (Falconer, 

2003) 

The fractal dimension is a measure of the change in complexity in a fractal versus 

the change in scale. (Mandelbrot, 1983) The dimensionality of the fractals is one of 

the extraordinary properties that mathematicians have studied now for decades, the 

details are however outside the scope of this paper. 

(v) In most cases of interest F is defined in a very simple way, 

perhaps recursively. (Falconer, 2003) 

As Falconer states, most fractals are disproportionately complex in relation to their 

method of generation. Whilst this means that little effort might be required for you 
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to find impressively intricate results, you may find that a purely illustrative 

representation of the shape is not in line with your artistic or compositional vision. 

Even if it is you are still forced to make choices of how to represent the 

information musically. In general there are two paradigms for working 

transdisciplinary with music and mathematics, more on those in the Mapping 

section. 

The mathematical definition of a sequence is for all intents and purposes an 

ordered list. This differs from the concept of a set, where order does not matter. In 

particular I have found it interesting to investigate fractal integer sequences, the 

reason being mainly practical. In my experiments with graphics and electro-

acoustic music I have found some interesting applications for floating point 

methods like iterated function systems (IFS). Higher resolution is particularly 

desirable when data is used to control parameters of some sort, whilst lower 

resolution is practical when dealing with sets. Since lines, melodies, durations and 

harmony is generally represented as sets or sequences in western musical 

notation/terminology I will discuss methods closest to this form of musical 

representation.  

L-systems (Lindenmayer, 1968) named after biologist Aristrid Lindenmayer who 

discovered it in 1968 is a parallel rewriting system in which you recursively and 

simultaneously replace elements in a sequence according to a set of rewriting rules. 

Lindenmayer used these systems do describe biological growth in simple life 

forms, the set of rewriting rules he first described were: 

A  AB 

B  A 

Beginning with a single “A” the sequence would unfold as: 

n = 0 A 

n = 1 AB 

n = 2 ABA 

n = 3 ABAAB 

n = 4 ABAABABA 

n = 5 ABAABABAABAAB 

 

The lengths of the resulting string grows according to the Fibonacci sequence (1, 2, 

3, 5, 8, 13 …) and the ratio of A’s to B’s approaches the golden ratio (1.6180 …). 

Whilst several possibilities have been explored where the set of rules dictates 

drawing commands with the intention of creating a graphical fractal one could also 

imagine a musical game where the rules dictate some aspect of the compositional 

process, or as a game for the performer where only the realm of the piece is fixed 

and manipulating the rules or the musical material would render a different yet 

related form. 

Musical translation of L-systems was suggested back in the 80s already 

(Prusinkiewicz, 1986) and several musical studies and pieces have been made. 

(Manousakis, 2008) L-systems are perfect for smaller sets of data such as for note 

durations in a rhythm. As a variation technique there is always some aspect of the 

original material present and influx of new material could be designed to happen 

successively by adding more variables for which some might be rarer, some more 

common. The self-similarity trait might also be a feature in a composition, many L-
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systems produce k-self-similar sequences e.g. A  AB, B  BA initial value A, 

which produces the Thue-Morse sequence (sequence A010060 in OEIS), found in 

Nørgårds’s Symphony no. 3 (Nørgård, 1975) and I-Ching for solo percussion. 

(Mortensen, 2013) Thue-Morse is self-similar for k = 2, i.e. every other element. 

 

Example 2: Per Nørgård Symphony no. 3, end of the last section, Thue-

Morse sequence 

The k-self-similar sequences have the property that every k element is a version of 

the sequence itself. There might also be offset copies of the series like in the Thue-

Morse sequence where every two elements starting from the second is the series 

inverted. 

  

Although this property is not found in all k-self-similar sequences it is a defining 

property of Nørgård’s sequence. Musically this trait allows for multifaceted 

counterpoint since augmented, diminished or inverted versions of the single 

monophonic line easily combines with the original by simple superposition. 

Generally I look for traits which carries this variety and flexibility over to the 

music. Counterpoint is defined in this restricted mobility space and is from there on 

shaped to form textures or lines. Harmony or spectrum can actually be contained 

within this single monophonic line, the original sequence could be designed to 

construct harmony once transformed and superposed as well. I will outline some 

ways of working with counterpoint, textures and fractal sequences in the following 

sections although primarily I will show how to construct sequences using various 

techniques. 

1.2 THE CANON 
Just as the idea of infinite or cyclic processes is not an explicitly novel idea, nor is 

the idea of layering versions of a single line or voice. Fugue was the general term 

for all imitative music during the Middle Ages, Renaissance and Baroque. The 

term fuga ligata referred to strictly imitative works up until the 16th century when 

the term canon meaning “law” or “norm” took its place. Composing a tonal canon 
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generally meant writing a single dux or “leader” whilst simultaneously writing the 

comes or “follower” at some temporal offset. The comes is often transposed in 

relation to the dux and could also be inverse, retrograde or retrograde-inverse to the 

dux. Trailing voices could be corrected to adhere to the harmonic sequence of the 

piece. 

Stating that the canon is self-similar is perhaps not so farfetched. A canon is 

generally constructed to facilitate copies or versions of the leading voice so that 

dux and comes is related recursively as 𝑎(𝑛) = ±𝑎(±𝑛 − 𝑘) + 𝑚 where k is the 

offset between the two voices, m is the transposition for any n note. Note that n 

would be negative for a retrograde canon and a in the comes (RHS) would be 

negative in an inverted canon. 

Now, are all canons fractal? Stating that no they are not, we could point to the fact 

that ordinary canons as described above are not constructed with infinite scalability 

in mind. The comes enters in temporal offset to the dux but not augmented or 

diminished meaning that although we could stack them infinitely at the correct 

time/pitch offset no time or pitch scale variation would occur hence no 

“roughness”.  

Canon XV per Augmentationem in Contrario Motu (BWV 1080, 14) by J. S. Bach 

although not strictly fractal actually contains a fractal pattern in the dux and comes. 

The comes enters in bar 5 as an inverted and augmented (double) version of the 

dux. The leader finishes on the first beat of bar 13, from there on it begins 

accompanying the comes up until it bar 29 when the comes is finished. Augmenting 

the dux twice introducing it on the first beat of bar 13 in the right hand and 

continuing this pattern in the left hand in bar 29 by augmenting the original comes 

twice and inserting it we would emphasize this infinitely scalable pattern 

introduced by Bach himself.  
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Example 3: Contrapunctus XV (BWV 1080), fractal pattern 

introduced by first dux/comes entries and continued with 

hypothetical further scaling bar 13 and 29. 

If this implied pattern inspired the actual responses or some other aspect of the 

composition is beyond this simple analysis, although infinite scalability is to be 

found in many augmented or diminished canon. This on its own would not be 

enough to exclude any other compositional model, neither do we have to since any 

material can and should be viewed in a multitude of perspectives. The first entries 

of the dux and comes could however be considered fractal in Falconers definition 

of the word. 
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Method 

1.3 PROLATION CANON 

1.3.1 Introduction 

The prolation canon or mensuration canon is a type of canon where the comes is 

augmented or diminished in relation to the dux and several comes may be present 

with different time relation. In a prolation canon with three voices arranged in 

relation 1:2:3 a quarter note triplet in the dux would translate to a quarter note in 

the first comes and a half-note in the second comes. Hence, all comes are simply a 

time-scaled version of the dux. 

With the prolation canon being a technique of the 15-16th century vocal polyphony, 

other rules such as for the movement of the voices and for harmony were also at 

play. A famous example of such a prolation canon can be found in Josquin des 

Prez’s Missa l'homme armé super voces musicales in the Agnus Dei II. (des Prez, 

1502) 

From a contemporary composer’s point of view, the potential of a time-scalable 

material which joins up at various points, all made from a singular musical material 

is quite interesting in particular for contrapuntal and textural compositions.  

The contemporary aspect of this technique is that the sound you desire alters the 

restrictions in the compositional method. There is not one singular way of 

composing such a canon, you perhaps only wish the scalable property but do not 

want to restrict the possibility of voice movement, or you may want to restrict the 

voices in relation to your own rule set. 

I wish to be as general as possible when discussing the prolation canon, therefore I 

refer to what is traditionally the starting positions of the notes as x and what is 

traditionally pitches as y. For each x there is a y and the entire canon is a sequence 

of {𝑥𝑛, 𝑦
𝑛
} pairs. By this convention other uses for the methods being presented 

might be imagined that are not strictly expressed in western musical notation. For 

clarity I refer to these pairs as notes in the brief description of the traditional 

method of prolation canon writing. Note that x values are monotonously increasing 

whilst y values may move in any direction. 

There are three general ways of constructing a canon; by manipulating the x-values 

(traditionally note positions), the y-values (traditionally pitch values) or both 

simultaneously to try and find a match which satisfies the initial conditions. 

1.3.2 Traditional method 

When writing canons by hand there are several tricks to completing the process. In 

a two-voice canon scaled to some integer proportion k it is advisable to first 

evaluate the possibilities for the first two notes. In a traditional prolation canon the 

possible movements would be very few and the more restrictions you decide upon, 

the fewer the possible initial moves.  

Write enough notes in the dux (the voice with the shortest durations) for it to catch 

up with the second note of the comes. After this you would start constructing the 

end of the canon. Remember to reflect the end of the comes in the appropriate place 

in the dux. Evaluate the possible movements at each stage, you may have to create 
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exceptions to your own restrictions if no moves are possible at a certain spot. 

(Melson, 2008) 

1.3.3 Brute force 

By selecting a set of x values (traditionally note positions) and y (traditionally 

pitch) it is possible to compare sets of scaled x-values paired with y’s to the 

original set. Through this method it would be possible to filter out matching x-

values of the dux and any number of comes, or search for concurrent y-values over 

the voices and setting conditions for what ratios or movements to allow.  

 

Figure 1: A set of points/notes/xy (blue) and a horizontally scaled 

version (red) with dashed lines (black) indicating 

simultaneous/shared x values. 

The next choice would be deterministic or indeterministic algorithm. In the first 

case you would always get exactly the same output for the same x and y input set. 

In the second case you would get a set of solutions for each input pair set. Pros and 

cons of either method is discussed further down. 

No matter the procedure you choose the general workflow would be similar, the 

following describes a fairly efficient algorithm for generating prolation canons 

from a set of input data with unchanging x’s: 

1. Define a function with two arguments a and b containing musical data, 

each holding a set of pairs of values (x, y). Traditionally these would 

represent the starting position of the note and the pitch of the note, but here 

they are only numerical values. The function then loops over a and returns 

a boolean value (true or false) for each value of a having a matching or 

overlapping x in b. Technically this would require n2 calculations, but it is 

not necessary to loop over the entire x-up-scaled set since it's not 

overlapping all the way. From now we will refer to this function as 

𝑓(𝑎, 𝑏). 
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 If you wish to analyze overlapping x-values it is necessary to 

include the ending positions of each event as well, e.g.: 

{𝑥1
𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 , 𝑥1

𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑝
, 𝑦1}, {𝑥2

𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 , 𝑥2
𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑝

, 𝑦2}, {𝑥3
𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 , 𝑥3

𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑝
, 𝑦3} … 

2. Create the input data, this could be randomly generated, completely 

composed or anything in between. This choice determines the possible 

values of output and y-values are not added by the algorithm. It might 

however filter out y-values as you will see in the following steps. In this 

example the x-values are constant, however, as mentioned before you 

could do this the other way around. 

3. Create the x-proportionate voices, any number of voices are possible, the 

increase in combinations from n voices to n+1 voices is  
𝑛2+𝑛

𝑛2−𝑛
. You would 

however only need one voice scaled m:1 for all mn x-proportionate voices. 

4. Set up a loop which repeatedly checks if all combinations of point-sets 

have satisfying y ratios. If you only allow exactly matching y values and 

have only two voices (dux and comes), your while-loop conditions would 

look something like this: while  ( any ( a [  f (a, b)  ].y != b[  f (b, a) ].y ) ) { 

… } . Note that each combination of a, b, c etc. would require a call to f 

adding another n2 calculations. Whilst the performance hit is quite bad 

going from 3 to 4 voices, doubling the amount of calls to f the hit is not so 

bad going from for example 6 to 7 voices (42 calls versus 30 or 40% 

increase). For most normal scenarios a standard home PC computes this in 

milliseconds. A trio with a 100 note material would require 3 ×
103 comparisons per loop. On average relatively few loops are needed 

though. 

5. Inside the loop we need to make sure that the conditions of breaking the 

loop are met as soon as possible. Note that we might also have set up our 

own restrictions in the loop conditions but the following is only to satisfy 

the conditions in point 4. The general way we are going to do this is to find 

the indices where the y’s of a are not in a satisfactory relation to the y’s of 

b, we need to do this for all combinations of a, b, c … etc. and set the y-

values corresponding to the filtered indices of the first voice in the 

combination to a satisfactory relation to the second voice in the 

combination. If you want them to be equal you simply set them to be equal. 

6. Doing this for each combination means that we would never assign values 

from b to a, but always a to b. With the relatively small amount of possible 

replacements (one per combination), this algorithm is at risk of running in 

to a dead-lock, meaning that the conditions (as a result of the initial 

conditions) would never be fulfilled. 

To mitigate this we could increase the variability by not always replacing a 

to b, but sometimes b to a. The end result would still satisfy our conditions 

if subsequent combinations would not change the state of a.y. The dead-

lock occurs when all replacements have been performed and we are at an 

identical state as before the replacements and the conditions are not 

fulfilled.  
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Figure 2: Graphical illustration of the brute-force algorithm. A1 

and the scaled A2 is marked with arrows showing dissimilar notes 

across voices and in which direction to move. B1 and B2 with the 

corrected values indicated by arrows. 

By substituting material in different directions we increase the likelihood 

of a solution to be found. There are however numerous ways of increasing 

variability, here we could make the algorithm indeterministic by 

randomizing the direction of the replacements, we could also do a simple 

round-robin procedure and switch directions every new loop.  

7. After each combination we need to rebuild the voices where elements were 

not replaced from the altered voice. 

A test run with this algorithm, generating 100 canons implemented with 

unoptimized MATLAB/GNU Octave code resulted in a mean of 1 canon per 3 

seconds. The median loop-count was 12. The dead-lock prevention mechanism 

randomized the directions of the substitutions making the output semi-

indeterministic. The algorithm did not include any additional restrictions on 

intervals, overlapping y ratios or the like. 

1.3.4 Traceback 

A similar approach to the traditional algorithm would be to put the restriction 

evaluation before a new element is added to the dux. Whilst this would make it 

harder to guarantee a specific length of the canon it would also enable us to loop 

over all possible permutations of the allowed x / y states or movements if the 

restrictions are harsh enough that is. With too many possible states/movements the 

total amount of permutations could easily be millions or billions even for shorter 

canons. Naturally, the standard restrictions limit movement to some extent but 

additional restrictions are most likely required. 

In order to test all permutations we would need to define a set of allowed x/y states, 

movements or both, we would state that a canon is complete if the only transitions 

available are those which would break one of the restrictions. 

The algorithm itself would declare one event, enumerate all possible movements, 

choose the first one and generate an event from it. This new event would 

enumerate all its possible moves, if no moves are available it would declare the 

canon finished and trace back one event. This preceding event would then be 
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changed to its next allowed state and from there search all possible movements, 

generate a new event etc. Through this recursive movement all prolation canons as 

a function of the restrictions could be explored, although as stated earlier, far from 

all possible restrictions are computationally feasible. 

One way to work with the increased computation time is simply to stop searching 

after a canon of satisfying length is found. Or set up some other breaking condition 

for which the search will stop. 

Whilst it is theoretically possible to create an infinitely long canon this way 

(depending on the restrictions), a more efficient way of locating and counting 

intersecting voices would be necessary. In a recursive implementation of this 

algorithm you would also have to be concerned about the recursion depth and 

memory usage. A code example of this method will be included in the appendix. 

1.4 SELF-SIMILAR SEQUENCES 

1.4.1 Introduction 

A formal distinction needs to be made between fractal sequences in general and the 

specific k-self-similar sequences we bring up here. The k-self-similar sequences we 

will discuss here are all either exactly, by inversion or by transposition, self-

similar. This means that there are exact, inverted or transposed (or any 

combination of the three) copies of the original sequence scaled time-wise to some 

factor k and contained within the sequence itself. Retrograde self-similarity is not 

exemplified here.  

1.4.2 Nørgård sequence 

The infinity series (sequence A004718 in OEIS) discovered by composer Per 

Nørgård in 1959 is quite unique based on its properties of whom the most defining 

are (Mortensen, 2013): 

1. 𝑎(2𝑛) = −𝑎(𝑛) 

2. 𝑎(4𝑛) = 𝑎(𝑛) 

3. 𝑎(2𝑚𝑛 + 2𝑚 − 1) = 𝑎(𝑛) + 𝑚 

Property 1 tells us that if we extract every 2nd element from the sequence it would 

return the original sequence but inverted. Property 2 tells us that if we extract every 

4th element we get the exact original sequence. Perhaps the most interesting 

property is 3 where starting at the 2nd, 4th, 16th, 32nd … element and moving in 

similar sized steps (2, 4, 16, 32, …) we get the original sequence but transposed by 

the integer 𝑚 = 1,2,3,4 … 

The sequence therefore reflects itself on many levels, it is strictly self-similar for 

4n, inverted self-similar for 2n and transposed self-similar for 2n+1. 

1.4.3 Algorithm 

The infinity series can be constructed using various algorithms, here I will focus on 

a common method but extend it for other types of sequences. The sequence or any 

subset of it can be constructed using binary number representation. The process of 

getting a specific element of the sequence is first to convert the index of the 

element to the binary representation, define a value x as 0 and lastly iterate over the 

bits in the binary index from most significant bit (MSB) to least (LSB), negating x 

at every unset (0) bit and add one to x for every set (1) bit. 
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To find the 7th value in the sequence we write the index (6) in binary as 110, and 

iterate from the MSB to the LSB we get: 

Index 6   

Binary 1 1 0 

Operation +1 +1 *-1 

Result 1 2 -2 

 

So the value at index 6 is -2. 

a = [0     1    -1     2     1     0    -2     3    -1     2     0     1     2    -1    -3     4     1 … ] 

First 17 values 

You may modify what operations to apply for the different bit states, were you to 

invert the value for bit state 0 like before but add 1 and invert the value for state 1 

then a whole different sequence would be generated. Property 1 and 2 would still 

apply for this sequence but property 3 would not apply. Instead if you take every 

2nd value starting from the 2nd element (index 1) you would get the original 

sequence, transposed up one step and inverted. 

a = [0     1    -1     0     1     2     0     1    -1     0    -2    -1     0     1    -1     0     1 … ] 

This sequence is perhaps not as musically interesting as Nørgård’s sequence, 

mainly because all groups of four (0..3, 4..7, 8..11, etc.) are just the first four values 

of the sequence transposed. Whilst there is a progression in the sequence the 

intervals are repeating. There are however repeating intervals in Nørgård’s 

sequence as well, 𝑎(4𝑛 + 2) − 𝑎(4𝑛 + 1) = −2 which means the interval from 

every 4th value starting from the 2nd value is always −2. 

Testing all combinations of these basic operations on the bit values; inverting, not 

inverting, zeroing and adding 0, adding 1 or subtracting 1, the algorithm produces 

33 unique sequences excluding inversions. Only Nørgård’s sequence and the trivial 

case (a(n) = 0) however matches the conditions of property 1, 2 and 3 exactly. 

This algorithm can be used to find several k-self-similar sequences with some or all 

of the properties of Nørgård’s. Were we to use ternary number representation we 

would have to add another operation but these still generate self-similar series. 

Example 4: k=3, C major. Series sharing the defining self-

similarity properties with Nørgård’s sequence. 

The sequence in example 4 is quite similar to the infinity series with the exception 

of it being 3n self-similar and not 2n. Every 3rd note is the series inverted, every 9 

the series in its original form. Were we to start at the 3rd element and move in steps 

of 3 we would get the original series transposed up one step. Musically half of the 

intervals are plain repetitions, depending on mapping it is still a useful series but 

definitely not as varied as some other series. 
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1.4.4 General form 

The general form of this algorithm for discovering arbitrary k-self-similar sequence 

“s” would then be 

1. Decide a k-factor for which the series will be scalable (e.g. 3). 

2. Choose one or more indices m for which to evaluate s 

3. Loop over these indices one at a time 

a. Convert the current index n to base k (e.g. 𝑛 = 123 , 𝑘 = 3 →
 𝑛𝑘 = 11120) 

b. Set 𝑠(𝑛) = 0 

c. Define k arbitrary operations in vector o 

d. Loop over each base k digit of nk from MSD to LSD1 

i. For each nk digit d do 𝑠(𝑛) = 𝑜𝑑(𝑠(𝑛))  

Experimenting with operations applied in the loop does not always lead to self-

similar results but with simple operations such as = {−𝑠(𝑛), 𝑠(𝑛) + 1} , which 

produces the infinity series, it generally does. 

1.4.5 Analysis 

Some examples on how to determine the musical properties of such a sequence 

would be necessary to get below the surface of what is to explore. I use the infinity 

series as an example here but the methods and formulas would be similar for most 

other k-self-similar sequence. 

Finding the count of a specific value in a series for a certain length might be 

extremely useful. In order to get the count of value a for a specific 2N length this 

formula is used: 

𝑟(𝑁, 𝑎) = (
𝑁 − 1

⌊(𝑁 − 𝑎)/2⌋
) 

(Drexler-Lemire & Shallit, 2014) 

E.g. counting the occurrences of the value 0 for the length 128 (27) we get 

𝑟(7,0) =  (
7 − 1

⌊(7 − 0)/2⌋
) =

6!

3! (6 − 3)!
=

720

36
= 20  

Regarding note-pairs i.e. any note in the sequence with a subsequent note, the 

number of unique such change accordingly: 

1, 3, 7, 13, 21, 31, 43, 57 … For every 2n length of the sequence. 

By naively plotting or looking at the differences of this series we may assume that 

it is the result of a quadratic equation. 

Solving this system (for n values 1, 2 and 3): 

{
𝑎 + 𝑏 + 𝑐 = 1

4𝑎 + 2𝑏 + 𝑐 = 3
9𝑎 + 3𝑏 + 𝑐 = 7

  
 𝑎=1

𝑏=−1
𝑐=1

 

We get the formula: 𝑛2  −  𝑛 +  1, 𝑛 > 0. This returns the count of unique 

number pairs for each 2n cycle. I will not prove this here but it may be verified for 

any 2n length of choosing. 

                                                      
1 Most/least significant digit. 
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1.5 MAPPING 
There are two paradigms in general in interdisciplinary mapping of numbers to 

music, there is the empirical approach and then there is the pragmatic approach. 

The empirical or naive approach is one of experimental endurance; searching, 

generating, listening, repeat. This is generally the way to better grasp the 

mechanics of a particular translation, and it increases experience with both analysis 

and creative realization. The pragmatic approach is where you search for answers 

to a particular musical problem, for the sake of getting a suiting solution and 

nothing else. With experience you are able to more freely address translation from 

a pragmatic point of view, I find. 

In general, be it canons or sequences; mapping values on pitches and durations 

appear to be the favored method amongst the examples I have studied. I admit to 

also prefer this method in general even though I regularly experiment with less 

conventional mappings. I do not wish to favor any particular mapping over another 

since experiment and discovery should be the driving force of creativity, not silly 

recommendations. In fact every musical material needs to be interpreted and 

represented without exception, be it fractal sequences or the sound of trains. 
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Discussion 

1.6 APPLICATIONS IN MY OWN MUSIC 
I have worked with all the above concepts on some level in my music, in Subtle 

Subsets for string orchestra (Ohlsson, 2014) I employed these methods for almost 

every part of the piece. Perhaps the most flamboyant display of self-similarity in 

the micro structure is in the introduction, a superposition of the same melodic 

fragment in five voices, the slowest in the bass (quarter notes) and the other four 

scaled faster by ratios 3:1, 4:1, 5:1, and 7:1 to the bass. On every beat all voices 

share the same pitch (disregarding octaves), this is where the self-similarity aspect 

lies. Through accentuating, binding a note over the last note in a group or by 

simply putting a rest on the first note in a beat group the stress on the beat becomes 

less apparent. 

 

Example 5: Subtle Subset (Ohlsson, 2014), introduction. The five 

main voices. 

This is similar to the polymetric middle section of Metastasis (Xenakis, 1954), bar 

104, where three different subdivisions of the bar are occurring in parallel and 

measure entries are always masked in some manner. This alleviates the stress on 

the bar structure which allows for a more textural senza misura sound but still 

keeping meter.

  

Example 6: Metastasis by Iannis Xenakis. Polymetric section. 
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Whilst Xenakis main focus appear to have been textural or gestural I was going for 

a unified shape of a falling line, rendered through the rhythmical complexity with 

no obvious stress on the beats. These five scaled monophonic lines are 

instrumented for the first players of each section whilst some of the other voices 

add scaled echoes of the 4:1 voice (16th notes). 

In the Courante section bar 37 there is a sequence superposed with two additional 

versions scaled by 3, and 9. They are transposed to form triads moving in a scale 

which does not break even on the octave. The three lines walk through the voices, 

randomly switching voices whenever a common starting position is found. Self-

similarity through the controlled harmonic relationships of the triads is always 

preserved however.

 

Example 7: Subtle Subsets (Ohlsson, 2014, s. 9), Courante 

section. Walk of the voices. Red line = 8th, black = dotted quarter, 

blue = 9/8. 

This section is in great contrast to the introduction and its continuation through the 

notation and the level of interpretation required from the conductor and the 

musicians. The preceding parts are all very thoroughly notated and accentuated, in 

line with modern notation, whilst the Courante section lacks detailed instructions 

except the short baroque-style connotation. For this section to not become flat and 

boring you would have to accentuate the notes in a baroque manner, generally this 

means poco to senza vibrato, longer non-legato notes could be played with a small 

crescendo and tempo should not sway too much. In general however, the 

interpretation can and should be very free as the music is a free interpretation of the 

Courante dance form and is not following baroque tonic/dominant harmony, it is 

modal and figure based.  

The monophony itself is rendered through concatenating a sequence of notes 

recursively with itself and variations of itself, the process as by Falconers 

definition is inheritably simple and renders self-similarity. There are only three 

operations in this particular case, this is important since I wanted divisibility of 

three, the 9/8 time signature allowed for two scaled versions without going beyond 

or dropping below the size of the bar. These operations generate three new 

sequences of notes with the first sequence being the original sequence and the other 

two variations of the original. The operations in this particular case were 

 𝑦𝑛+1 = 𝑦𝑛 || |𝑦𝑛| + 1 || −𝑦𝑛 − 2  

Where 𝑦𝑛 is the vector of pitch steps and the “||” operator signifies the 

concatenation. This is done recursively to render a new list 𝑛 times, starting with a 
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single value the list would grow by 3n. From this list the pitch steps were mapped 

on a mixolydian scale with the exception of it starting over on the minor 7. Starting 

in G mixolydian you would get F mixolydian for values ≥ 6  (zero based) and A 

mixolydian for values < 0 meaning that you would get both the major and minor 7 

note depending on melodic direction. This, I found, was satisfactory since it did not 

distort the perception of figures and recurring elements whilst still generating a 

vertical progression closely related to the horizontal development. Perceptually it is 

not tonal in the sense that it does not generate and resolve tensions, floating modi 

would perhaps be a more accurate description.   

The last section bar 93 onwards in the violin section is an ordinary canon 

constructed to make sense harmonically even if any of the three voices slid apart in 

time. This would mean that they with few exceptions remained unison, in thirds or 

fifths which allowed for insertions of other pre-composed figures at different 

positions in the three voices whilst keeping the rhythm and harmony unbroken.  

 

Example 8: Subtle Subsets (Ohlsson, 2014, s. 19), last section. Lines showing time 

offset of the material cross voices, gray blob showing injected material creating 

further offsets, cyan stripes showing harmonic relations have not changed. 

The material is confined in the first three players in the 1st violin section, which I 

found was important to control synchronization but it also had a spatial meaning. 

The other voices were all playing a diatonic C# major cluster which harmonically 

separated them from the three violins, who are in a G major modus. Whilst they are 

playing this cluster of repeated 16th the entrances are spreading out in time which 

also creates a spread in space and a decline in force. The persistent violin group can 

cut through since they do not sway in density like the others. 

As with the other parts I searched for a different stylistic approach here, in 

particular in the violin group. My ideal would be for this part to be played in a folk 

music style, with a bit heavier bowing on the mordents and turns, it is at a 

minimum required to have a certain drive be extremely synchronized across voices. 

It has to be played moto perpetu for it to not feel heavy and cumbersome, the 

tempo is rather fast and ornaments should not be given extra time. 

1.7 REFLECTION 
I generally do not work with tonal principles in my music but applying sequences, 

especially in counterpoint I still find requires a well-defined idea of harmony 

within the linearity and multitude of layers. The musical attraction for me are the 

textural and polyphonic possibilities of canons and fractal sequences which are 

seemingly endless. I find it necessary to cross the borders of math and music in 

order to investigate the limits and limitlessness of abstractions and keep a constant 

influx and rotation of ideas. For me, sound is the ultimate end-point whilst 

traditional notation is not the ultimate representation, at least not in the process of 

composing. I see composition as a journey of many abstractions finally taking the 
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form of sheet music, this is not more than a protocol for performance like a 

multidimensional graph pointing at the idea but also constructed for interpretation 

(a discourse of perhaps several minds). 

I do not define myself by style but I try to traverse different stylistic practices. I 

identify myself as an explorer more than anything, searching for things could 

represent musically in a beautiful way (to me) and with the hopes of also showing 

how math, the language of the world can be beautiful. These realms are not 

separate for me, I hope I made this clear with this work. 

On a bigger scale I find that the study of self-similarity in music goes beyond the 

mere superficial or conceptual qualities of the piece, it is indicative of the relation 

of mind to music. The tendency towards self-similarity in all music, from the 

repetitive or static to the contrapuntal or erratic music, could tell us more about the 

internal networks which make up the musical process and how this relates to the 

physical perception through memory and mind. I find this area of study to be 

particularly interesting since it treads beyond the musical analysis, to mathematics 

and psychoacoustics.  

These discoveries are not mere mind-models of no real importance, they point to 

the profoundly human and natural systems we are made of and dwell within, 

through which the language of mathematics lets us understand and through art and 

music we can feel. It is important to, at times, look beyond the cultural and social 

constructs of which we are part of to truly experience the depth of abstract thought 

and marvel at the patterns and games that have arisen from it. Music is one of those 

original constructs, possibly predating spoken language, where cross-references of 

internal and external acoustic phenomena is given meaning, through the very 

process itself.  
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Appendix 

2 CODE EXAMPLES 

2.1 SIMPLE L-SYSTEMS IN GNU OCTAVE/MATLAB 
% Simple Lindenmayer system evaluator supporting only the most basic 

rewriting rules. 

% Input any number of unique characters in the fromChars cell. 

% Input equally many strings in toStrings one per characterin 

fromChars 

% Set the initial string in startString 

% Execute the Initialization block once 

% Execute the Continuation block as many times as needed  

% The result will be stored in startString after each run  

% This script supports most data classes where the == (eq) operator 

is defined 

 

%% Initialization 

fromChars = {'a','b'}; 

toStrings = {'ab','ba'}; 

tempString = ''; 

startString = 'a'; 

 

%% Continuation 

for subChar=startString 

    tempString = [tempString, 

toStrings{cellfun(@(fromSub)fromSub==subChar,fromChars)}]; 

end 

startString = tempString; 

tempString = ''; 

 

2.2 L-SYSTEMS IN MAX/MSP 5 AND 6 
See the jit.linden object for examples. 

2.3 PROLATION CANON 

2.3.1 Brute force implementation in GNU Octave/MATLAB 

 

% Indeterministic algorithm to construct a 3-voice prolation canon 

based on an initial seed. 

% x, y and z are abstracted note events in the form of a class. 

% They hold pitch, duration information  

% as well as positional data for each event in the sequence. 

% I’ll leave it as an exercise for you to implement. 

 

% Anonymous function comparing cross voice note start positions 

f = @(av,bv)arrayfun(@(v)any([v.start]==[bv.start]),av); 

% Construct 100 notes with random pitches and durations. 

x = constructNote(randi(12,1,100)-1,choose([1/2 1/4],100)); 

y = x.divideDuration(2); 

z = x.divideDuration(3); 

  

while any([x(f(x,y)).pitch]~=[y(f(y,x)).pitch]) || ... 

        any([x(f(x,z)).pitch]~=[z(f(z,x)).pitch]) || ... 
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        any([y(f(y,z)).pitch]~=[z(f(z,y)).pitch]) 

    switch randi(2) 

        case 1 

            x = x.setPitch(f(x,y),[y(f(y,x)).pitch]); 

            y = x.divideDuration(2); 

            z = x.divideDuration(3); 

        case 2 

            y = y.setPitch(f(y,x),[x(f(x,y)).pitch]); 

            x = y.divideDuration(0.5); 

            z = y.divideDuration(3/2); 

    end 

    switch randi(2) 

        case 1 

            x = x.setPitch(f(x,z),[z(f(z,x)).pitch]); 

            y = x.divideDuration(2); 

            z = x.divideDuration(3); 

        case 2 

            z = z.setPitch(f(z,x),[x(f(x,z)).pitch]); 

            x = z.divideDuration(1/3); 

            y = z.divideDuration(2/3); 

    end 

    switch randi(2) 

        case 1 

            z = z.setPitch(f(z,y),[y(f(y,z)).pitch]); 

            x = z.divideDuration(1/3); 

            y = z.divideDuration(2/3); 

        case 2 

            y = y.setPitch(f(y,z),[z(f(z,y)).pitch]); 

            x = y.divideDuration(0.5); 

            z = y.divideDuration(3/2); 

    end 

end 

 

2.3.2 Traceback 
% Traceback algorithm for generating prolation canons 

% The roundrobin class loops over all elements in the constructor. 

% Calling next steps one element forward 

% It loops back to the start of the list when the end is reached. 

f = 

@(av,bv)arrayfun(@(v)any(roundto([v.start],1/96)==roundto([bv.start]

,1/96)),av); 

  

x.p = roundrobin(0); 

x.d = roundrobin([1/4 1/8]); 

x.n = constructNote(x.p.next,x.d.next); 

  

x.p(end+1) = roundrobin(randord(0:12)); 

x.d(end+1) = roundrobin([1/4 1/8]); 

x.n = [x.n, constructNote(x.p(end).next,x.d(end).next)]; 

  

x = tree_search(x); 

x.n = x.n(1:end-1); 

  

function v=tree_search(v) 

    if (length(v.p)==2 && v.p(end).cycled) || length(v.p)>=64 

        return; 

    end 

    if v.p(end).cycled 

        v.p(end) = []; 

        v.d(end) = []; 

        v.n(end) = []; 

        v = tree_search(v); 

        return; 

    end 
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    v.n(end) = noteConstruct(v.p(end).next,v.d(end).next); 

    if move_possible(v) 

        v.p(end+1) = roundrobin(randord(0:12)); 

        v.d(end+1) = roundrobin(randord([1/4 1/8])); 

        v.n = [v.n, lynote(v.p(end).next, v.d(end).next)]; 

        v = tree_search(v); 

    else 

        xv = v.n.multiplyDuration(1); 

        y = v.n.multiplyDuration(2); 

        z = v.n.multiplyDuration(3); 

        v = tree_search(v); 

    end 

end 

  

function flag = move_possible(v) 

    a = v.n.divideDuration(1); 

    b = v.n.divideDuration(2); 

    c = v.n.divideDuration(3); 

  

    flag = all([a(f(a,b)).pitch]==[b(f(b,a)).pitch]) & ... 

        all([a(f(a,c)).pitch]==[c(f(c,a)).pitch]) & ... 

        all([b(f(b,c)).pitch]==[c(f(c,b)).pitch]) & ... 

        all(abs(diff([a.pitch]))<8); 

end 

2.4 K-SELF-SIMILAR SEQUENCES 

2.4.1 Nørgård’s sequence in C-programming language 
// norgaard.c – compiled with Visual Studio 

 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <stdlib.h> 

  

  

void getmsb(long n, long* msb) { 

    *msb = 0; 

    if(n<=0) 

        return; 

    do { 

        (*msb)++; 

    } while(n>>=1); 

} 

  

long norgaard(long n) { 

    long v = 0, b, msb; 

    getmsb(n,&msb); 

    do { 

        b = (n>>msb)&1; 

        v = (b==0)?(-v):(v+1); 

    } while((--msb)>=0); 

    return v; 

} 

  

int main(int argc, char** argv) { 

    if(argc<2) 

        return 0; 

    if(argc==2) 

        printf("%d\n",norgaard(atoi(argv[1]))); 

    else if(argc==3) 

        for(int i=atoi(argv[1]);i<=atoi(argv[2]);i++) 

            printf("%d    ",norgaard(i)); 

    return 0; 

} 
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2.4.2 Generalized k-self-similar sequence discovery in GNU 

Octave/MATLAB 
% base = k, n = s(n), f = list of k functions 

function b = infsern( base, n, f ) 

  

b=zeros(1,length(n)); 

for j=1:length(n) 

    v = arrayfun(@(s)str2double(s),dec2base(n(j),base)); 

    b(j) = 0; 

    for k = 1:length(v) 

        b(j) = f{v(k)+1}(b(j)); 

    end 

end 

 

3 SCORE - SUBTLE SUBSETS  

See attached documents. 

  



 

 


